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1.Introduction
Under the Musashino plateau, which is covered by the highly permeable Kanto loam, there is a Musashino
gravel layer several meters thick. The level of non-confined groundwater, staying here, has large seasonal
fluctuations, and often rises to the upper loam (Kokubun,2005). Sumida(2017) pointed out that there is
perchied water on the loam layer, where clay-like impermeable layers are scattered. When this water level
rises, flooding may occur on the surface (Tokyo Geotechnical Consultants Association,2000).
Formerly, the author pointed out the need to prepare for floods by observing groundwater level
fluctuations at many points. And as an observation method, it was investigated that a method of
estimating the groundwater level based on the change in grounding resistance (Ryoki,2019a). In this
study, it is reported that the results of preliminary observations on the verification of this estimation
method.
2.Measurement
It was pointed out that the ground resistance changed with the groundwater level , based on the
relationship between the layer thickness of the first layer and the equivalent ground resistance in a
horizontal two-layer structure, as Fig.1 (Ryoki,2019b). And it was thought that the groundwater level
fluctuation could be known by monitoring the fluctuation of the grounding resistance. To verify this
phenomenon, an observation well was installed in the Musashino Plateau, and the fluctuation of the
groundwater level was measured at 10-minute intervals. Near the observation well, It was started that the
grounding resistance was measured at a safety ground electrode of the electrical equipment repeatedly.
At the observation well, the temperature and electrical conductivity of groundwater were measured at
10-minute intervals. Table.1 shows the specifications of observation wells and measuring equipment.
3.Result
Fig.2 shows the groundwater level from April 2, 2019 to February 1, 2020. Observations of groundwater
temperature and electrical conductivity were very stable, and only fluctuations of the resolution of the
measuring instrument were recorded. According to Fig.2, there is no significant change from the start of
observation to the rainy season. The groundwater level started to rise from early June. At the end of the
rainy season, the water level stabilized around -12m. After that, the groundwater level rised some time
due to intensive precipitation caused by the typhoon. In the season with relatively little precipitation since
late autumn, the groundwater level had decreased almost linearly.
Fig.3 shows the grounding resistance in Class A grounding, which is attached a 4-story reinforced
concrete building, measured during this period. The measured value on May 13, 2019 is very different
from the others, but the other ones fluctuate slowly.
To compare Fig.2 and Fig.3, it is shown that the grounding resistance tended to increase when the
groundwater level was low. The relationships each other were harmonious.
4. Future plans
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It is being advanced that preparation for acquiring the ground resistance and the apparent resistivity of
the earth at one-hour intervals.
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